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I am neither a physician nor a healthcare professional. I am 
just a dad who is passionate about his health and �tness 

and try to provide information which I believe is accurate. 
Despite literally over 1000s of research publications which 

support the evidence that yoga is bene�cial for overall 
health, I am in no position to give you advice that can 

substitute for any medical advice of physicians.

And because of it I am neither liable nor can take 
responsibility for any injury or ailment due to this program. 

This material is for information proposes only. Which is 
based on data, I found most accurate and most recent at 

the time of writing.

Therefore it is suggested that reader must consult a 
physician on the matters related to his/her health and 

particularly for any symptoms that may require medical 
attention.

Cheers.
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HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE?
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For starters, it is advised to start your workout from a beginner 
sequence and build up your rythem before trying further poses in this 
guide. It will also be helpfull if you go through one of our article in 
which we explain the basic steps in detail.

The set of information for every pose is divided into mainly three parts.

A,    Instructions.

The series of steps which are required to get into and maintain a pose. 
It is extremely important that you follow these steps in order.

B,    Tips and modi�cations.
 
Most of the yoga poses seem quite simple, but the matter of the fact is 
they are not. 

The trickier they get, the easier it gets for a beginner to lose their 
motivation. To cater this issue we have developed an extra section for 
each pose by the name of tips and modi�cation.

The information provided in this section gives you varied advices like:

•    Who and when should attempt this pose.
•    What precautions you may take as a newbie.
•    How can you modify the pose due to certain limitations and use of 
     di�erent props if required. 

C,    Assessment.
 
This is the most important and to be honest the main reason to design 
this whole course. As a beginner, despite our desire, we have never 
been able to perform any of the yoga poses as instructed. Some have 
�exibility issues, some have weight and balance problems. And as a 
starter, it gets quite frustrating not knowing how to progress and how 
to assess whether you have been able to juice all the bene�ts from a 
particular posture.
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Being a practitioner this was the greatest challenge for me and none of 
the yoga books have been able to resolve this issue. And by none of the 
books, I mean in 100s.

This section is very carefully crafted which gives you the special set of 
indicators which are required to be met to nail a perfect pose.

But no one is born perfect, therefore we advise to attempt each pose 
thrice per workout. Once you get in the pose by following the set of 
steps, focus on assessment indicators to maintain the pose.

Breathing.

And last but not the least, throughout the book you will notice terms 
like; hold the pose for 5 deep breaths, hold the pose for 50 seconds and 
hold the pose 5 deep breaths (50 seconds) interchangeably.

Basically, all of them give the same message i.e. to breathe deeply with 
5 seconds of inhaling and 5 seconds of exhaling. At the starts of your 
workout try to match your breaths with 5 ticks of a clock. You can catch 
the rhythm by watching second’s needle of a clock and counting in 
your head while inhaling for 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and exhaling for 5, 4, 3, 2, 1. 
Practice this for few times while standing in a mountain pose. Once you 
are able to time your breaths without observing the clock proceed with 
your workout.

GOOD LUCK!

POSE FINDER

ivwww.daddyofsteel.com
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Downward-facing dog pose
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warrior I pose
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Cat-cow Pose
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twisted chair pose
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Benefits: MOUNTAIN POSE
(Tadasana )

A basic standing 
pose to start your 

workout. 
Physically, it helps 

to create space 
within the body, 
allowing internal 
organs to work 

more e�ciently. 
This can drastical-

ly improve 
respiration as 

well as digestion 
and circulation. 

Other than this, it 
Improves 

posture, release 
shoulder tension 

and increase 
body awareness.

Start from standing with legs slightly apart. 

Lift your chest and relax your shoulders.

Reach the tailbone down to the ground and engage the 
abdominal muscles.

Look forward and for a variation lift your hand straight up in the air.

Hold the pose for 5 deep breaths (50 seconds).

Slightly bend your knees, this will prevent from locking out 
and engage the thigh muscles. 

Relax the hips and belly.

01
STEP

02
STEP

03
STEP

04
STEP

05
STEP

06
STEP

07
STEP

Mountain Pose
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Hold the pose for 50 seconds.

Stand straight.

Weight is on the balls of toes.

Thigh muscles rolled  inwards.

Shoulders pressed down.

01

02

03

04

05

# INDICATORS ATTEMPT
01

ATTEMPT
02

ATTEMPT
03

Tips & Modifications

POSE ASSESMENT

Form a straight line from your pubic bone to shoulders to properly 
engage your core. Make sure that heels are free and your body weight 
is on your toes.
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Benefits:  DOWN-WARD DOG POSE
(Adho Mukha Svanasana)

Provide a great 
stretch to the 

entire backside, 
open the 

shoulders to get 
the better range 

of motion. 
Enhance shoulder 

and forearm 
strength while 

lengthening calf 
and hamstring 

muscles. 
Moreover, 

increase blood 
�ow towards 
brain which 

decreases stress 
and enhances 
productivity.

Lie on your chest with your hands underneath your shoulders.

Exhale as you lift your hips and back, and roll over your toes.

Place your hands slightly wider than shoulders and 
feet six inches apart. 

Press into your hands to lengthen your arms.

Roll your shoulders out away from your ears and relax your neck.

Lengthen your spine as you lift your hips and push your chest 
toward the thighs.

Flatten the lower back and bend your knees if necessary.

Press down through your heels.

01
STEP

02
STEP

03
STEP

04
STEP

05
STEP

06
STEP

07
STEP

08
STEP

Downward-facing dog pose
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Maintain the pose for 5 breaths 
(50 Seconds).

Shoulders push back.

Arms straight, �ngers open middle 
�nger pointing forwards.

Heels right behind the middle toe.

Tailbone pointing towards the 
ceiling.

01

02

03

04

05

# INDICATORS ATTEMPT
01

ATTEMPT
02

ATTEMPT
03

Tips & Modifications

POSE ASSESMENT

Watch out for any hyperextension of elbows and knees. If you feel too 
much pressure on your shoulders, shorten the distance between your 
hands and feet and allow your knees to bend.
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Benefits: UP-WARD DOG
(Urdhva Mukha Svanasana)

A great pose to 
challenge you for 

lifting and 
opening your 
chest. Which 

results in 
improving the 

posture and 
enhancing lung 

capacity. Also 
strengthen the 

spine, arms, and 
shoulder muscles. 

Great for visible 
improvisation 

in athletic 
performance.

Start with Lying on your chest with your hands under your shoulders, 
with your legs extended behind you, spread a few inches apart. 

Inhale as you lift your chest and straighten your arms.

Roll over your toes to the top of your feet.

Keep your shoulders down and away from your ears.

Pull your shoulder blades toward each other and open your chest.

Press your palms down while keeping hands straight and align your 
shoulder with your wrist.

Gaze forward to lengthen and relax your neck.

Hold the pose for 5 deep breaths (50 seconds).

01
STEP

02
STEP

03
STEP

04
STEP

05
STEP

06
STEP

07
STEP

08
STEP

wpward-facing dog pose
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Hold the pose for �ve breaths 
(50 secs).

Biceps facing forward, elbows facing 
back.

Body lifted in air.

Top of the feet touching the �oor.

Neck relaxed can easily gaze the 
ceiling in front.

01

02

03

04

05

# INDICATORS ATTEMPT
01

ATTEMPT
02

ATTEMPT
03

Tips & Modifications

POSE ASSESMENT

 If you are feeling too much pressure in your hands, shift your weight 
towards legs by elevating your hands on the yoga block or chair. If you are 
having di�culty in lifting your legs in the air, tuck your toes inside. Engage 
your abdominal muscles to release excessive pressure in the lower back.
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Benefits: CHAIR POSE 
(Utkatasana )

A great pose for 
toning your legs. 

Builds lower body 
strength by 

working on your 
claves, ankles, hip 
�exors and back. 

Develop 
endurance while 

opening the 
shoulders and 

chest.
Stimulates the 

heart, diaphragm, 
and abdominal 
organs. A good 

exercise to 
reduce �atness of 

feet. 

Start with standing straight with feet shoulder width apart.

Open your chest and place your shoulders right above your knees.

Keep the knees behind the toes, and maintain a flat spine
Gaze directly forward. 
For a deeper pose, tilt your head slightly and gaze at a point 
between your hands.

Hold the pose for 5 deep breaths (50 seconds). 

Inhale and raise your arms above your head.

Exhale as you bend your knees and bring your thighs as parallel to the floor.

01
STEP

02
STEP

03
STEP

04
STEP

05
STEP

06
STEP

07
STEP

chair pose
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Hold the pose for �ve breaths 
(50 secs).

Shoulders over knees.

Thighs parallel with each other.

Thighs parallel to �oor.

Straight spine , toes visible when 
gaze down.

01

02

03

04

05

# INDICATORS ATTEMPT
01

ATTEMPT
02

ATTEMPT
03

Tips & Modifications

POSE ASSESMENT

Keep your back straight. In order to keep up the balance put the 
weight of your body in your heels and you may be able to lift your toes. 
You should be able to see your toes if you look down. If you are feeling 
too much pressure in legs, change knee angle.
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Benefits: WARRIOR POS E 
(Virabhadra)

Warrior one 
stretches the 
whole upper 

body along with 
back leg. A 

powerful pose 
that develops 

stamina,
breathing 

capacity. Great to 
build balance, 

and coordination 
and teach your 

body to properly 
use your core to 

protect your 
lower back while 
running, lifting, 

and while simply 
standing.

Take a step ahead from the edge of the mat with about 4 to 5 feet distance 
between both feet.

Back foot pointed forty-five degrees away from the front foot.

Bend the front foot knee to from 90-Deg angle.

Rotate upper body towards front foot so hips, pubic bone, 
and shoulders face forward. 

Front hip pulls back, back hip pushes forward. 

Raise your arms over your head, palms facing one another. 

Hold the pose for 5 deep breaths (50 Seconds).

Repeat on another side.

01
STEP

02
STEP

03
STEP

04
STEP

05
STEP

06
STEP

07
STEP

08
STEP

warrior I pose
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Hold the pose for �ve breaths 
(50 secs).

Tailbone lengthen toward the �oor.

Weight of the body evenly 
distributed between both feet.

Arms extended and back stretched.

 Back leg straight.

01

02

03

04

05

# INDICATORS ATTEMPT
01

ATTEMPT
02

ATTEMPT
03

Tips & Modifications

POSE ASSESMENT

Make sure that you keep the back heel on the ground. Draw your ribs 
toward one another to prevent your back from arching.
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Benefits: TWISTED CHAIR POSE
(Parivrtta Utkatasana)

A great yoga pose 
that mainly 

strengthens the 
calf, quads, 

hamstring and 
glute muscles. The 
twist improves the 
range of motion in 

the spine while 
developing lower 

body strength. 
Best integration in 
athletic training for 

sports that 
involves squatting, 

twisting, such as 
golf, MMA, 

football, 
basketball etc.

Start in Chair pose.

Hook one elbow on the opposite knee.

Lengthen the head forward away from the shoulders.

Hold the pose for 5 deep breaths (50 seconds).

Repeat on another side.

Form a straight line with the forearms by pressing the palms 
and fingers together in front of your chest.

Twist your upper body from your waist.

01
STEP

02
STEP

03
STEP

04
STEP

05
STEP

06
STEP

07
STEP

twisted chair pose
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Hold the pose for �ve breaths 
(50 secs).

Knees not in contact.

Flat spine.

Head apart from shoulders.

Forearms forming straight line 
perpendicular to �oor.

01

02

03

04

05

# INDICATORS ATTEMPT
01

ATTEMPT
02

ATTEMPT
03

Tips & Modifications

POSE ASSESMENT

Keep your hips facing straight forward, even with the twist. Check to 
make sure that your heels and knees are even with one another as well.
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Benefits: WARRIOR II POSE
(Virabhadrasana II) 

This is a deep 
hip-opening pose 
that strengthens 

the muscles in 
the thighs and 
buttocks which 

improves the 
power in your 

hips for twisting 
movements such 

as swinging in 
golf and baseball, 

back�ipping in 
jiujitsu and MMA 

or changing 
direction in 

football. More-
over it tones the 

abdomen, ankles, 
and arches of the 

Start with the legs about 4 - 5 feet apart.

Rotate upper body toward one of the legs.

Rotate the front foot to face forward.

Engage your core and relax your shoulders. Align your butt under the torso. 

Bend the front knee until the knee is over the ankle. 

Extend the arms laterally, reaching the fingers as far away from 
one another.

Turn your head to look at the extended front hand.

Repeat from another side.

01
STEP

02
STEP

03
STEP

04
STEP

05
STEP

06
STEP

07
STEP

08
STEP
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Hold the pose for 5 deep breaths 
(50 secs).

Heels aligned with shoulders and 
arms.

Back straight head above the 
tailbone.

Back leg straight.

Weight in front heel.

01

02

03

04

05

# INDICATORS ATTEMPT
01

ATTEMPT
02

ATTEMPT
03

Tips & Modifications

POSE ASSESMENT

Squeeze your legs toward one another to draw your hips under your 
torso and tilt your pelvis slightly upward to protect your lower back 
and engage your core. Keep your arms active by engaging the muscles 
in your arms. 

warrior II pose
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01
STEP

02
STEP

03
STEP

04
STEP

05
STEP

06
STEP

07
STEP

08
STEP
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Hold the pose for 5 deep breaths 
(50 secs).
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Back straight head above the 
tailbone.

Back leg straight.

Weight in front heel.

01

02

03

04

05

# INDICATORS ATTEMPT
01

ATTEMPT
02

ATTEMPT
03

Tips & Modifications

POSE ASSESMENT

Squeeze your legs toward one another to draw your hips under your 
torso and tilt your pelvis slightly upward to protect your lower back 
and engage your core. Keep your arms active by engaging the muscles 
in your arms. 



Start on your hands and knees with your hands under your shoulders and 
knees under your hips.

Inhale as you drop your belly and lift your chin and tailbone up.

Exhale and round the back, press the hips and head towards each other.

Keep your arms straight and tuck your chin to your chest.

Move with breath inhale to arch back, exhale to round back.

Repeat 5 - 10 times.

01
STEP

02
STEP

03
STEP

04
STEP

05
STEP

06
STEP

07
STEP

08
STEP
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Benefits: CAT-COW POSE
(Marjaryasana)-(Bitilasana)

Basic yoga pose 
which is usually 

practiced for 
warm-ups. 
Stimulate 

abdominal 
organs like 

adrenal glands 
and kidneys. 

Relieve back pain, 
improve posture 
by strengthening 

neck and back 
muscles. The 

breathing pattern 
also helps you to 
calm down and 
relieve you from 

stress and 
anxiety.

Cat-cow Pose
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Wrist under shoulders.

Knees under hip bone.

Feet straight, toes pointing to the 
back.

Maintain the breathing pattern.

Shoulders un-shrugged.

01

02

03

04

05

# INDICATORS ATTEMPT
01

ATTEMPT
02

ATTEMPT
03

Tips & Modifications

POSE ASSESMENT

Keep your belly engage throughout the pose; make slow movement by 
deepening your breaths. Limit your movements in case of backaches.
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Benefits: CHILD'S POSE
(Balasana)

Child's pose is the 
most common 

yoga pose. Mostly 
used while resting 

between the 
sequence. A great 
pose which helps 

to stretch the 
hips, thighs, and 

ankles while 
reducing stress 
and fatigue. It 

gently relaxes the 
muscles on the 

front of the body 
while softly and 

passively 
stretching the 
muscles of the 

back torso.

01
STEP

02
STEP

03
STEP

04
STEP

05
STEP

06
STEP

07
STEP

08
STEP

Start with a table top position with palms and knees on the mat.

While maintaining the distance between the heels bring your toes closer.

Lean back and put your hips over your heels.

Rest your forehead on the mat and extend your arms in front.

Push your hips down towards your heels and lengthen your spine.

Extend your arms further to feel the stretch.

Hold the pose for 5 deep breaths (50 seconds). 

Keep your knees right under your hip bone.

child’s pose
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Hold the pose for �ve breaths 
(50 secs).

Hips over the heels.

Arms extended and back stretched 
with open shoulders and chest.

Forehead touching the ground.

Upper body between yours legs and 
not resting on your thighs.

01

02

03

04

05

# INDICATORS ATTEMPT
01

ATTEMPT
02

ATTEMPT
03

Tips & Modifications

POSE ASSESMENT

Women who are pregnant and people with recent knee injury should 
avoid this pose.
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Beginner sequence

Mountain Pose Downward-facing dog pose

wpward-facing dog pose chair pose

warrior I pose warrior I pose
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warrior II pose warrior II pose

Cat-cow Pose

twisted chair pose twisted chair pose

child’s pose



THANK YOU
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Thanks for staying till here.

If you �nd this guide helpful and are interested in the full version, please check out 
our ‘Ultimate Yoga Assessment Guide’.

This comprehensive guide comprises of:

        50+ Yoga Poses
        Detailed set of steps to get into every pose.
        Tips and modi�cations for beginners to provide extra help.
        Assessment scale for every pose which enable the user to do a perfect workout      
        every time.
        10+ sequences to gains the bene�ts in every aspect of daily routine including:

Yoga Poses for Athletes.
Yoga Poses for Better Digestion.
Yoga Poses for Better Sleep.
Yoga Poses for Focus and Productivity.
Yoga Poses for Weight-loss.
…….and much more!

Please provide your valuable feedback to enable us to serve you better.

Cheers,
Ned Taylor
Founder & Editor, Daddyofsteel

Click here to see our ‘Ultimate Yoga Assessment guide’. 

You can �nd us at:

https://www.daddyofsteel.com/ultimate-yoga-assessment-guide/
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